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Abstract—Fall is a critical danger for a person because 

he/she can loss any recontroled and stable posture and can face 

to any associated injuries without any caregiver. Therefore, 

automatic fall recognition systems have been developed to assist 

the person falling in short time in place. Moreover, these 

human-fall recognition systems have also strongly impacted 

from privacy and the issue of privacy is a challenge and an 

important societal problem for it. The aim of this paper is to 

propose an automatic fall recognition from human skeleton 

joints captured by RGB-Depth Kinect camera supporting a 

privacy-preservation. The recognition assesses skeleton joints of 

a person and measures two posture balance (body orientation 

and centroid height) and two gait motions (velocity and angular 

acceleration) of this person based on the fall and fall-like 

representations generated in system’s virtual environment. The 

system has not de-identified the personal information from 

original captures of a person and preserves privacy which is 

highly impacted in fall recognition systems. Experiments on 

system’s collected human activities using Support Vector 

Machine learning classification, will support to detect falls in 

unseen real environments with moderately high recognition 

accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Fall accidents are commonly happened in children, elderly 

persons, and more in the aged 20-30 people and it is a critical 

danger for a person because he/she can loss any recontroled 

and stable posture and can face to any associated injuries 

without any caregiver. Moreover, falling person can fear 

falling again, especially in elders [1]. Automated fall 

detection systems can detect a falling event and can assist a 

falling person from unconsciousness alarming an alert in 

sudden hazard events. Many researchers have developed 

many various fall recognition systems based on smartphone 

or wearable sensing technologies and vision technologies.  

Falls are recognized approximating the changes of human 

balance posts with the use of the tri-axial accelerator sensor 

[2] and detected by utilizing built-in accelerometer in 

smartphone [3] or force sensor embedded in the shoes [4]. 

Through other vision-based technologies, Rougier [5] and 

Chaudhry [6] detected the fall behaviour by using a human 

motion history images (MHI) and analysing the changes of 

human body inclination and motion monuments on 

approximated silhouettes. Toreyin [7] made an analysis on 

HMM based human fall behaviour by combining video and 

audio. Recently, Microsoft Kinect sensors have been widely 

used to detect falling behaviours successfully [8,9,10]. 

Furthermore, these fall recognitions need to allow automatic 

capturing and representing of fall events preserving privacy 

because the person have no wish to put a vision camera for 

relating to fall recognition systems used sensor technology is 

being a hot issue [11]. All kinds of sensors are equal at risk, 

and however, the vision-based context-aware FR systems are 

particularly more risk to privacy contents than wearable-

based systems such as wrist-worn devices. 

Especially, the issue of privacy is a challenge and an 

important societal problem for vision-based FR systems, due 

to the user have no wish to put a vision camera in his/her 

room. It is the fact that people do not like to violate their 

intimacy from surreptitious watching or recording by the 

cameras. Ozcan et al. [12] detected a fall by utilizing an 

embedded smart camera worn on the SOI’s waist to captures 

the environmental images, not the subjects for the privacy 

prevention. Shuai Tao [13] proposed privacy-preserved 

behavior analysis and fall detection by an infrared ceiling 

sensor network. They used the features in term of pixel values 

from the existence or non-existence of a person under a top-

view camera. Preserving the privacy, other FR systems utilize 

the Kinect depth cameras to detect the falls because these 

cameras do not capture the subject’s facial characteristics and 

they capture only depth image of blurred information to 

represent user’s action and skeleton joint data of the user. 

In this work, we presented a privacy preserving RGBD 

Kinect sensor based human fall event recognition system by 

approximating human balance postures and human gait 

motion monuments. The system computed the four postures 

features (orientation angle, centroid height, human height and 

width) and two gait motions (velocity and angular 

acceleration) from selected skeleton joints extracted using 

Kinect skeleton joint tracking algorithm and vectorized these 

features into a features metric. For recognizing the activities, 

the system implemented a classification model using a multi-

Support Vector Machine (multi-SVM) classification learner 

and tested and recognized unknown human activities as a 

human activity labeling. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Priys Kumar [14] presented an identification of 

human fall events from using RGB-D videos and Histogram 

of Oriented Gradients, optical flow and shape feature are 

analyzed and determined the fall by SVM-based classifier on 

these features. Olivieri et al. [15] also recognized human fall 

and other activities by using optical flow. Rainer Planinc and 

Matin Kampel [16] introduced a new fall detection 

technology by the use of audio, 2D camera sensors and 3D 

collect personal contextual information. Privacy concepts



depth Kinect sensor. Samuele Gasparrini [17] proposed an 

automatic fall detection method which extracts the subjects, 

distinguish all the boundary boxes in the scene by analyzing 

the depth data in an Ad-Hoc segmentation algorithm. It used 

Anthropometric relationships, features and a reference depth 

frame to extract one interest object among other objects After 

detecting and tracking a person using a tracking algorithm 

among different images, it detected a fall when the human 

boundary is near to the floor.  

Ma and Wang [18] used depth maps of human and 

detected human fall action based on shape feature and 

Support Vector Machine with motion model in elliptical 

boundary. In there, human shape silhouette is needed to be 

accurate to detect the human action accurate. The whole-body 

motion of human motion was approximated to classify fall 

and fall-like activities. 

Bogdan Kwolek [19] presented the detection of the 

fall on the ideology of accelerometric data, depth maps and 

morphological skeleton. The system employed both a 

Microsoft Kinect sensor and a wearable accelerometer 

(motion-sensing sensor) to reliably classify the falls from 

daily living activities, diminishing the number of fall false 

alarms. The system employed both a Microsoft Kinect sensor 

and a wearable accelerometer (motion-sensing sensor) to 

reliably classify the falls from daily living activities, 

diminishing the number of fall false alarms. The motion data 

are measured using a motion sensing device including an 

accelerometer sensor and a gyroscope sensor. And, the aspect 

ratio, histogram of orientation gradients features (HOG) and 

morphological skeleton of the human is extracted over depth 

silhouette segmented from the depth maps captured by Kinect 

sensor placing at the height of about 0.8−1.2 m. The system 

employed a support vector machine learning (SVM), taking 

the human shape features, morphological skeleton 

characteristics, and potential motion information and 

detected the human is in fall or not fall. This is achieved with 

the small false alert on combining the depth maps and motion 

data only. The system well performed at nighttime with 

privacy preservation to people and computational 

effectiveness in real time due to the low-cost Kinect sensor 

and motion sensing device. 

Ziyun Cai [20] survey the datasets of RGB-Depth 

images using Microsoft Kinect or other Kinect-like sensors 

to provide a universal descriptive account relating to the 

available RGB-Depth databases and to guide researchers in 

the selection of suitable datasets for evaluating their 

algorithms. 

Tao [21] also presented an approach for fall 

detection based on biomechanics equilibrium and body 

posture features analyzing the three-dimensional human 

joints information collected from Microsoft Kinect sensor. 

The system was demonstrated by three main parts: building 

a biomechanics mass model based on skeleton joints and 

mass distribution, measuring the body balance based on the 

human center of mass (COM) and the supported region of 

base, and prediction a fall using the RNN, taking the 

determined posture characteristics as shown in figure. 

Manola presented an accurate fall detection in a top 

view privacy preserving configuration in 2018 [22]. This 

system firstly extracted a depth frame with the person only 

from the mounted camera in top-view. This estimated the 

distance of the person standing, then checked actual 

distance. Finally, whether the person is fall or not based on 

specified distance threshold fall value. 

III. PROPOSED FALL RECOGNIZATION SYSTEM 

This research work is to propose a method for 

elder’s fall event recognition based on extracting 

discriminant features on object’s balance and movement from 

a large amount of local shape features in feature 

correspondence. These features can be used in the visual 

applications and research area. In our proposed system, these 

features will be used in object’s activities tracking and 

detection process by labelling the tracking activities 

throughout the video sequences to visualize the usability of 

these feature. The result of feature matching by combining 

two feature analysis can affect the accuracy of detecting 

objects’ activities with different their normal and fall-like 

activities. Fig. 1 shows the system architecture to accomplish 

our work. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecute of Human Fall Recognition System. 

A. Human Skeleton Joints Assessment 

Firstly, skeleton joints of a person will be detected and 
tracked using Microsoft Kinect sensor which contains three 
main pieces which work together to sense or detect human 
motion and human physical binocular image on the screen: a 
depth sensor, an RGB color camera, and a multi-array 
microphone. Microsoft Kinect can detect a person in a range 
of 0.4m to 5 m and can capture the RGB frame, depth frame 
and twenty skeleton joints of a body in 30 frames per second 
with beautiful 1080p video Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Three dimensional human detection by Microsoft Kinect Sensor. 



To do this skeleton assessment, the system uses Microsoft 
Kinect sensing technologies and tracking algorithm. The 
system detects human depth map values for skeleton 
specification by assessing the skeleton of the person as 
metadata on the sensed depth stream using getdata. Fig. 3 
shows the twenty skeleton joints of a person detected by use 
of Kinect sensing technologies. 

 

Fig. 3. Twenty skeleton joints of a person detected by Kinect sensor. 

B. Geometric Monuments Measurement 

In this work, there are two posture balance and two gait 
motion monuments for fall behavior recognition to be more 
accurate and preserve privacy to personal information. These 
four monuments of centroid height, angle, velocity, and 
angular velocity of skeleton joints information exploited from 
skeleton tracking algorithm are computed in the system. 

As the first monument of posture balance, the system 
measures the centroid height of a body from ground level by 
computing on the Hip-center and Right-foot joints coordinates 
in following equation: 

𝐶𝐻 = √(𝑋ℎ𝑐 − 𝑋𝑟𝑓)
2 + (𝑌ℎ𝑐 − 𝑌𝑟𝑓)

2 + (𝑍ℎ𝑐 − 𝑍𝑟𝑓)
2 

  () 

where, 𝑅𝐹(𝑋𝑟𝑓𝑌𝑟𝑓𝑍𝑟𝑓) rf is the right foot joint 

coordinates of the right foot. 

Then, the system approximates the second posture 
balance monument, inclination angle of a person between the 
torso line (the line vector between shoulder center and hip 
center joints) and the gravity y-axis line from the hip center 
coordinate point based on the cosine law using following 
equation (2):  

𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅) =
𝑌ℎ𝑐−𝑌𝑠𝑐

√(𝑋𝑠𝑐−𝑋ℎ𝑐)
2+(𝑌𝑠𝑐−𝑌ℎ𝑐)

2+(𝑍𝑠𝑐−𝑍ℎ𝑐)
2
 () 

Next, the system compute the gait motion monuments of 
velocity, 𝑣  and angular acceleration of human spinal 
inclination, 𝜔 to distinguish the falls from fall-like behaviours 
using the equation (3) and (4), respectively. 

 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑣 =
𝐻𝐶𝑖+1−𝐻𝐶𝑖

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖
 (3) 

where, 𝐻𝐶𝑖+1 − 𝐻𝐶𝑖 is the changes of Hip-center and 𝑖 is 
the number of frame in one scenario and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖is 
measured on each frame number, divided by frame rate. 

  =
𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑜𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖
 () 

Where, 𝜔  is the rate of changes of torso angle by body 
inclination in time. 

C. Activities Recognition 

To recognize human activities, classification of 

monuments is experimentally performed using Quadratic 

SVM learning algorithm and multi-SVM model applying on 

error-correcting output codes (ECOC) [23] in our fall 

recognition. To classify the feature characteristics, the 

characteristics corresponded to every activity of subject in 

each frame are extracted from feature vector and equalled 

them to a set of activity classes learning by SVM model. With 

proposed posture and gait motion characteristics which are 

extracted on elders and young persons, the proposed fall 

detection evaluates the ability of prediction and computing 

time of the related fall detections using multi-SVM training 

model in the same window and compared these accuracy and 

computational time.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We firstly will detect a person and tracked his/her skeleton 
joints for our further fall activities recognition steps using 
Microsoft Kinect sensor. To collect the experimental dataset 
of human skeleton joints for each activity, fall and daily 
behaviours (walking, pickup anything, and lying) are 
performed by 10 subjects in front of the Kinect sensor setting 
up at a height of 0.8m in some test environments. This 
collection consisted 90 scenarios for three action-scenarios of 
Walking-Falling, Walking-Pickup-Lying, and Walking-
Pickup-Praying homage performed by 10 subjects with three 
instances in daytime and night-time. An example of 
surveillance environment is shown in Fig. 4.  

  

Fig. 4. Survellianced place monitoring by Kinect Sensor heighted 0.8m.  



  

Fig. 5. Monitoring depth map and skeleton joints of a person detected by 

Kinect Sensor heighted 0.8m. 

    

Fig. 6. Skeleton tracking results of falling and some daily activities from 

first surveyed place.  

We utilize Microsoft Kinect sensing technologies and 
tracking algorithm, and we detect human depth map values for 
skeleton specification by assessing the skeleton of the person 
as metadata on the sensed depth stream using getdata function. 
Fig. 5 shows the depth map and twenty skeleton joints of a 
person detected by use of Kinect sensing technologies. The 
data are collected by participating 15 young and elders aged 
between 19 and 83 years in three surveyed places by 4 times 
for each combined activities. This collected dataset contains 
420 scenarios of falls and free daily activities like walking, 
picking up an object, sitting down, paying respect to pagoda, 
squatting, and lying, etc. Skeleton joints tracking results of 
some subjects from the first surveyed place are shown in Fig. 
6.  The feaure of some fall behaviours and daily behaviours: 
centroid height, angle, velocity, and angular velocity are 
presented in their distribution, respectively, as shown in Fig. 
7, and 8. 

 

Fig. 7. Four Features Distribution of a scenario including Walking, Falling, 

and Lying activities. 

Walking Pick up an object! 

Lying Praying Homage 

Sitting Falling 



 

Fig. 8. Four Features Distribution of a scenario of Walking-Picking up an 

object- Praying homage activities. 

In this human fall recognition, classification of two main 
monuments is experimentally performed using Quadratic 
SVM learning algorithm and multi-SVM model applying 
tenfold cross validation for avoiding the data bias. To classify 
the subject’s action for detecting a fall behaviour, the four 
feature characteristics of centroid height, angle, velocity, and 
angular velocity corresponded to every activity of subject in 
each frame are extracted from feature vector and equalled 
them to a set of activity classes learning by SVM model. The 
system specified the activity classes such as Walking in 1, Lay 
by Fall in 2, Pickup something in 4, Falling in 5, Sitting while 
doing something 6, Lying in 10, and Praying homage in 11 for 
class labelling. 

By using system’s multi-SVM trained classification 

model, the ability of prediction and computing time of the 

related fall detections and proposed fall detection with 

proposed posture and gait motion characteristics which are 

extracted on elders and young persons were evaluated in the 

same window and compared for its accuracy and 

computational time efficiency on testing scenarios. The 

system has achieved with average measure accuracy of all 

scenarios is 91.75% with 90.96% precision and 91.15% high 

certainty degree, F-score. Some sample tested scenarios of 

fall event and daily activities are tested over trained 

recognition model and their tested accuracy are as shown in 

following Fig. 9, 10, and 11 in confusion metric.  

 

Fig. 9. Classification Results on Scenario 1 including activities of  Walking 

(1), Falling (5) and Lying after Falling (2). 

 

Fig. 10. Classification Results on Scenario 2 including activities of  Walking 

(1), Pickup something (4), Sitting for Lying(6) and Praying Homage (10). 



 

Fig. 11. Classification Results on Scenario 3 including activities of  Walking 

(1), Pickup something(4) and Lying(11). 

V. CONCLUSION 

Fall recognition have been still needed to develop as a 
healthcare assistive system for people lacked carveries, 
especially, elders in home place. Activities recognition 
including fall recognition and human daily activities 
recognition have faced to the issue of privacy for personal 
information and they need to cover privacy preserving in their 
recognition. The system demonstrated the fall recognition 
preserving privacy by using the advantages of Kinect skeleton 
joints assessment in any time and any place. The system 
worked on human skeleton joints of simulated fall and fall-
like activities captured by Microsoft Kinect camera.  There 
have four main used monuments of posture balance (body 
orientation and centroid height), and gait motion (velocity and 
angular acceleration) over extracted skeleton joints. These 
four features are vectorized and trained with the help of multi-
SVM classification learner for testing the unknown human 
activities and recognize a human fall event. The system 
classified the human activities with average measure accuracy 
of all scenarios is 91.75% with 90.96% precision and 91.15% 
high certainty degree, F-score. The system will continue to 
alert whether a fall has occurred or not and can be able to 
classify other daily behaviours like standing, bending, lying, 
and picking up an object. The proposed system will be an 
assistive real-time monitoring system for the elderly, disabled 
or children in home or home-aged environment to alert and 
help a medical attention to their fall accidental injuries in time 
and place with high computing efficiency and low false 
alarms.  
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